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5 Hot-WIMP+: an ACEE-based Software

Framework

As the title of this chapter points out, Hot-WIMP+ is a software framework based on the ACEE

architecture. It can provide white box technique, black box technique, and

visual tools for programming a WIMP+ user interface. It is built upon

VisualWorks Smalltalk 2.5, which, through generations of evolution, embraces not only an

object-oriented language but also a very attractive application framework. By use of the

application framework of VisualWorks Smalltalk as the cornerstone for its construction, it is

easier to achieve a quality framework prototype.

5.1 Application Framework of VisualWorks Smalltalk

The application framework of VisualWorks Smalltalk [111] [113] [114] is a canonical product

for supporting the development of WIMP user interfaces. Its marrow is to impel separating the

user interface part of an application from its domain model by use of the MVC architecture,

which has been well-implemented and used by the framework itself. The framework provides

also different arts and sciences, i.e., the white box technique, the black box technique, and visual

tools for building a WIMP user interface, too. For example, a WIMP user interface, which

consists of a set of WIMP user interface objects, i.e., windows and WIMP
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widgets30, can be built either with the help of its user interface builder or by coding manually

with its System Browser.

In order to help integrate these WIMP user interface objects together with their separated

domain models for providing an entire system functionality, the framework provides the class

ApplicationModel. ApplicationModel is used to create application models for controlling the

interaction among the related WIMP widgets and establishing the connections between these

widgets and the aspects of their domain models. Furthermore, the framework provides different

ValueModel, e.g., ValueHolder, PluggableAdaptor, in order to further help define diverse

relationships between the related WIMP widgets and their application models or domain

models.

The whole picture of the application framework of VisualWorks Smalltalk is shown in Fig. 20.

Fig. 20: The layer structure of the application framework of VisualWorks Smalltalk [114]

                                        

30 WIMP Widgets are those widgets based on the desktop metaphor. In VisualWorks Smalltalk they can be

divided into two categories: data widgets and action widget. Data widgets are used to display some aspect of a

domain model and/or collect it from user, e.g., input field, list, and text editor. Action widgets are used to

enable a user to invoke an application’s actions, e.g., button and menu.
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5.2 The Programming Layers of Hot-WIMP+

The goal of Hot-WIMP+ is to provide a software framework similar to the application

framework of VisualWorks Smalltalk for supporting the development of WIMP+ user

interfaces. Based upon the application framework of VisualWorks Smalltalk, Hot-WIMP+

embraces the components of ACEE and a set of ACEE visual tools. With Hot-WIMP+,

developers can build up their WIMP+ user interfaces from different layers, as shown in

Fig. 21. The higher layer is used, the easier to learn and use for developers.

Fig. 21: The multi programming layers of Hot-WIMP+

5.3 Components of Hot-WIMP+

From the object-oriented programming point of view, a component consists of a set of well-

defined collaborating classes for providing a specific functionality. It can provide larger

granularity reuse than a class [60]. To reuse a component, developers just need to know the

syntax and semantics of its external programming interface; they do not need to learn its internal

construction in detail.

As described in chapter 4, each of the four ACEE components: Acquisition, Computation,

Expression, and Execution has its well-defined functionality. Two Broadcaster/Listeners

mechanisms are the backbone to bridge these four components together. The general strategy

for building up the ACEE architecture has already been introduced in chapter 4. Here the

concrete components of ACEE of Hot-WIMP+ will be elaborated. And to be concise, in the

following description, only the programming interfaces of the components will be introduced.
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Most of their trivial variables and methods will be omitted. And since the Broadcaster/Listeners

mechanism, which is used as the cornerstone of Hot-WIMP+, has been well provided as the

dependency mechanism by the application framework of VisualWorks Smalltalk31, it will be

treated as a default functionality of Hot-WIMP+.

5.3.1 Fundamental Classes

5.3.1.1 Classes for Establishing Low Level Connection with Sensor and Effector

As described in section 2.2.2 of this thesis, a WIMP+ user interface deals with a

controlled process and captures data from sensors and leverage the controlled

process via effectors. Hence, it needs design and code for establishing connection with

these sensors and effectors. In Hot-WIMP+, AcceptorConnectorAM, Acceptor and

Connector are three classes which can be used to meet the demands.

5.3.1.1.1 AcceptorConnectorAM

AcceptorConnectorAM is a concrete class acting as a Facade [36] to provide a unified

programming interface for creating a connectStream, a readConnectStream, or a

writeConnectStream in order to connect an application with a sensor or an effector. A

connectStream is an externalStream; a readConnectStream is an externalReadStream; and a

writeConnectStream is an externalWriteStream [112]. These three streams are actually created by a

concrete Acceptor or Connector (see following).

The AcceptorConnectorAM includes mainly four variables: readConnectStream,

writeConnectStream, connectStream, and selector. The selector is a symbol used to specify if

Acceptor or Connector is used to establish connection with peripheral devices.

                                        

31 In VisualWorks Smalltalk, the dependency mechanism has been well defined in the class Object. Since the

class Object is the superclass of every class, each class inherits the dependency mechanism automatically as

it is created.
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The method for creating an instance of AcceptorConnectorAM is:

AcceptorConnectorAM new.

Besides, within the initialize method of an AcceptorConnectorAM, the value of selector should

be assigned:

“use Connector to establish connection with peripheral devices”

selector:= #selectConnector asValue.

or

“use Acceptor to establish connection with peripheral devices ”

selector:= #selectAcceptor asValue.

5.3.1.1.2 Acceptor and Connector

Acceptor and Connector are two abstract classes which include two sets of concrete

subclasses, each of which encapsulate different connection strategies for connecting with a

sensor or an effector: Acceptor is used for passively connecting while Connector is

used for actively connecting. Passively connecting means a server can only passively waiting for

the connection from its clients. For example, if an Acquisition uses Acceptor as the connection

strategy connecting with a sensor, the Acquisition can only passively wait for the connection

from this sensor. On the contrary, actively connecting means a client can actively request for

connecting with its server. In terms of the application demands, the client-server pair of

Acceptor or Connector can be mounted on the same computer or two computers.

Since Acceptor and Connector are only two abstract classes used to group concrete Acceptor

and Connector, for a concrete connection strategy, a concrete class of Acceptor or

Connector must be created individually. For example, Hot-WIMP+ includes two concrete

classes of Acceptor and Connector, TCPAcceptor and TCPConnector which use the TCP

communication protocol, for establishing passive and active connection with a sensor or an

effector, respectively.

To create an instance of TCPAcceptor, aTCPAcceptor, the following message is necessary:

aTCPAcceptor:=TCPAcceptor with: aPortNumber.
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And the message:

aTCPConnector:=TCPConnector with: aHostName with: aPortNumber.

is used to create an instance of TCPConnector, aTCPConnector.

Here aHostName and aPortNumber are used to hold the host name and the TCP port number.

By sending messages of connectStream, readConnectStream, or writeConnectStream to

aTCPAcceptor or aTCPConnector, a connectStream, a readConnectStream, or a writeConnectStream

can be created. For example,

aTCPConnector connectStream.

aTCPConnector readConnectStream.

aTCPConnector writeConnectStream.

5.3.1.2 Handlers

A WIMP+ user interface deals with traditional manipulation devices, sensors, and

effectors. For reacting to traditional manipulation devices, the Controller class of

VisualWorks Smalltalk can directly be applied. But for reacting to sensors and effectors,

special handlers, ACEE_AcquisitionHandler and ACEE_ExecutionHandler which are used

to process the service requests from sensors and create commands for instructing

effectors, are required.

5.3.1.2.1 ACEE_AcquisitionHandler

ACEE_AcquisitionHandler is an abstract class. It has solely one instance variable, event, and

two methods for accessing and assigning the variable, event and event:. It is used to group

concrete subclasses, each of which encapsulates a set of handler methods for reacting to the

events queued in a readConnectStream. This readConnectStream, as described in section

5.3.1.1.1, is used to connect an application with a sensor. For example, it contains a concrete

class RobotAcHandler used to react to the events occurring in robot interface (see chapter 6),

which includes four handlers: armHandler:, gripperHandler:, turntableHandler:, and

pushbuttonHandler:.
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5.3.1.2.2 ACEE_ExecutionHandler

ACEE_ExecutionHandler is an abstract class. It has two instance variables, event and

driveCommandQueue. It provides four methods for accessing or assigning their values: event,

event:, driveCommandQueue, and driveCommandQueue:. Like ACEE_AcquisitionHandler, it is

also used to group concrete subclasses. Each of these subclasses encapsulates a set of handler

methods for reacting to the change events occurring in a Computation component and

producing commands. These commands are firstly put into a driveCommandQueue and then

transmitted via a writeConnectStream to an effector of a controlled process.

5.3.1.3 ACEE_HandlerManager

Although handlers in a subclass of ACEE_AcquisitionHandler or ACEE_ExecutionHandler

have encapsulated different strategies for processing different service requests, it is not clear

which handler should be allocated to which request. This is the obligation of

ACEE_HandlerManager.

ACEE_HandlerManager is a concrete class. Two of its major instance variables are

eventHandlerDict and selectDispatch. An eventHandlerDict is an instance of Dictionary and records

an event-handler map, i.e., which handler corresponds to which event. This implies that to

dispatch a handler to an event appropriately, the eventHandlerDict must be assigned. A

selectDispatch is a symbol which specifies which pattern, Reactor or Proactor, is used to manage

the operations of all the dispatched handlers. The Reactor pattern supports synchronous

operations while the Proactor pattern supports asynchronous operations [92].

To create an ACEE_HandlerManager with the Reactor pattern, the following message can be

used to:

ACEE_HandlerManager with: #reactor.

5.3.2 ACEE_Acquisition

As already described, the Acquisition component of ACEE is responsible for capturing data

from sensors and manipulation devices for the status of a controlled process and

user’s intention. For reacting to the traditional manipulation devices such as the mouse and
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keyboard, the Controller class of VisualWorks Smalltalk can directly be used. For reacting to

other continuous and non-standard input from a sensor, Acquisition should provide

necessary reusable design and code.

Fig. 22: The class diagram of ACEE_Acquisition

In Hot-WIMP+, Acquisition of ACEE is built up as ACEE_Acquisition. This

ACEE_Acquisition is a concrete subclass of ApplicationModel. In addition to the Controller

class of VisualWorks Smalltalk, it is also aggregated with classes of AcceptorConnectorAM

and ACEE_HandlerManager, as shown in Fig. 22. Note that in Fig. 22,

ACEE_Computation and ACEE_Expression which are the Listeners of ACEE_Acquisition

are other two ACEE components of Hot-WIMP+.

With AcceptorConnectorAM, an ACEE_Acquisition can create a read stream, acStream, to

record the incoming data from a sensor. With ACEE_HandlerManager, it can dispatch

related handlers of a ConcreteACEE_AcquisitionHandler to process these data. The main
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instance variables of ACEE_Acquisition is depicted in Table 3. To instantiate an

ACEE_Acquisition, these instance variables should be specified32.

Table 3: The main instance variables of ACEE_Acquisition

anACEE_Connect an instance of AcceptorConnectorAM.

acStream a read stream which records the incoming data from a sensor.

selectorAcMechanism a symbol specifies which mechanism is used to capture the data in an
acStream. In principle, two symbols which refer to sampling
mechanism and event_driven mechanism are available: #selectSampling
and #selectEvent_driven.

selectAcDispatch a symbol specifies which pattern, Reactor or Proactor, is used to
manage the operations of the dispatched handlers. There are two
defined symbols, #selectReactor and #selectProactor which are used to
specify the Reactor pattern and the Proactor pattern, respectively.

anAcHandlerManager an instance of ACEE_HandlerManager.

handlerClass specifies which ConcreteACEE_AcquisitionHandler is used to
react to an acStream.

acTime records the time interval for sampling.

beginAt specifies the beginning time for reacting to an acStream.

acquireProcess a process for capturing data from an acStream. If selectorAcMechanism
is #selectSampling, the process will sample the data in terms of the time
defined in acTime and beginAt. If selectorAcMechanism is
#selectEvent_driven, the process will capture the data once the defined
event occurs.

Following is a set of messages for creating an ACEE_Acquisition, anAcquisition.

anAcquisition:=ACEE_Acquisition new.

                                        

32 In this case, Controller is not considered.
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anAcquisition selectorAcMechanism:#selectSampling.

anAcquisition anACEE_Connect: TCPConnector with:'Peisu' with:60000.

anAcquisition acStream: anAcquisition anACEE_Connect readConnectStream.

anAcquisition anAcHandlerManager:(ACEE_HandlerManager with:#selectReactor ).

anAcquisition handlerClass:(Smalltalk at:#HandlerClass) new.

anAcquisition anAcHandlerManager aHandlerClass:anAcquisition handlerClass.

anAcquisition acTime:20.

anAcquisition beginAt: Time now asValue.

anAcquisition acquire.

This anAcquisition uses sampling mechanism to capture data and put them in acStream which in

this example is created as a TCP externalReadStream and connected with host Peisu through port

60000. It uses the Reactor pattern to manage the operations of the dispatched handlers. These

handlers are encompassed within a class named HandlerClass. The sampling time interval,

acTime, which is usually determined by Sampling Theorem according to the signal frequency of

the sensor it connects, in this case is 20 milliseconds. The sampling action will begin instantly.

Note that the last message is used to activate acquireProcess. Of course, as described in section

5.3.1.3, before anAcHandlerManager can work, its instance variable eventHandlerDict must be

assigned.

5.3.3 ACEE_Computation

In Hot-WIMP+, Computation of ACEE is implemented as ACEE_Computation. The

ACEE_Computation is an abstract class and is defined as a subclass of Model. In addition to

the instance and class variables inherited from its superclasses, Model and Object,

ACEE_Computation does not include additional variable.

Since ACEE_Computation is a subclass of Model, an ACEE_Computation will

automatically occupy all the variables and methods defined by classes Model and Object. This

implies that an ACEE_Computation can react to the change messages sending by any
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component in which it has registered its interesting33. This reaction is fulfilled by implementation

of a corresponding update message within itself. It can also notify its changes to its Listeners by

sending change messages to itself, too. All the change and update messages are inherited from

Object.

With substantial classes of VisualWorks Smalltalk, an ACEE_Computation can be created

relative easily. Generally, an ACEE_Computation is application domain specific. Its variables

and methods operating on them are decided by the knowledge base or algorithms specific to the

application domain. Therefore, the variables and methods of an ACEE_Computation vary

from that of other ACEE_Computation by a great deal. For example, an

ACEE_Computation of LLDemo and Hot-Demo (see chapter 6 of this thesis for details),

RobotComputation, is defined to encapsulate a robot kinematical model. It includes a set of

instance variables, e.g., armLength, bodyRadius, height, etc., and methods operating on them.

Another example is Checkbook, which can be seen as an ACEE_Computation, of the

“Checkbook application” demonstrated by [114]. It is defined to embrace registers of written

checks and balance of checking account of a custom. It includes variables such as balance and

register and methods operate on them which are totally different from that of

RobotComputation.

5.3.4 ACEE_Expression

As already described, in ACEE, the aim of the Expression component is to represent the system

states and provide manipulation possibilities to users. Since the View class of VisualWorks

Smalltalk includes substantial WIMP user interface objects and the well-defined relationship

among Model and Controller, in Hot-WIMP+, Expression of ACEE is defined as a subclass of

View, ACEE_Expression. In addition to the variables it inherits from its superclasses,

DependentPart, VisualPart, VisualComponent, and Object, ACEE_Expression has no

                                        

33 Interesting can be registered by adding an ACEE_Computation as a Listener of a component.
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additional variables. As View in VisualWorks Smalltalk, ACEE_Expression is also an abstract

class.

A concrete subclass of ACEE_Expression will automatically inherit the ability of View. For

example, it can update itself as its model34 changes; it can talk with its controller35 if necessary.

Furthermore, it occupies all the variables and methods defined by the superclasses of View,

DependentPart, VisualPart, VisualComponent, and Object. Hence, in addition to reacting

to the change methods of its model, it can also react to the change messages sending by any

component in which it has registered its interesting, e.g., an ACEE_Acquisition.

An Expression of a WIMP+ user interface consists of both traditional WIMP user

interface objects and Non-WIMP user interface objects which are not based on the

desktop metaphor. To create an ACEE_Expression, in addition to using of the well-defined

WIMP user interface objects of VisualWorks Smalltalk, developers still need to create related

Non-WIMP user interface objects according to the applications’ demands. The

layouts and contents of these Non-WIMP user interface objects can be created in

terms of the static attributes of the real world objects they represent with the geometric classes

of VisualWorks Smalltalk, e.g., Lines, Circles, etc. Their dynamic behaviors can be defined

with the substantial classes of VisualWorks Smalltalk according to the applications’ demands.

The well-defined layouts and contents of Non-WIMP user interface objects should

be embraced in display methods of an ACEE_Expression. These display methods can be

invoked as their dynamic parts change.

For example, in LLDemo and Hot-Demo (see chapter 6 for details), a update message, update:

anAS with: aParm, includes message for displaying a Non-WIMP user interface

object, The Gripper, which reflects the target position of a robot gripper:

update: anAS with: aParm

                                        

34 In this case, the model is an ACEE_Computation.

35 In this case, controller is an Acquisition.
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“if the goal is changed, invoke its display method”

| aGC |

aGC:=self graphicsContext.

anAS==#goalMove ifTrue:[ self displayGoal:aGC].

The layout and content of The Gripper is defined in displayGoal:aGC:

“display the goal on the desirable position”

|aRadius newPoint|

newPoint:=self initialX:model goal tXPosition andY:model goal tYPosition.

aRadius:=(model gripperRadius*self scale) asFloat.

aGC paint:ColorValue red.

(Circle center: newPoint radius: aRadius) asFiller displayOn:aGC.

self goalOldXY:newPoint.

Additionally, as a View in VisualWorks Smalltalk, each ACEE_Expression should overwrite

the displayOn:aGraphicsContext method accordingly in order to respond to the messages sent by

its window when the window opens, is resized, or is recovering from a damage [ 53] [112].

5.3.5 ACEE_Execution

As already described, the Execution component of ACEE is used to react to the change events

occurring in Computation and produce relevant commands to drive effectors to leverage a

controlled process. To fulfill this requirement, in Hot-WIMP+, Execution of ACEE is

implemented as ACEE_Execution. The ACEE_Execution is built as a concrete subclass of

ApplicationModel. It is aggregated with classes of AcceptorConnectorAM and

ACEE_HandlerManager, as shown in Fig. 23.
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Fig. 23: The class diagram of ACEE_Execution

With AcceptorConnectorAM, an ACEE_Execution can create a write stream, ecStream, to

connect with an effector. With ACEE_HandlerManager, it can dispatch relevant handlers

of a ConcreteACEE_ExecutionHandler to process the change events occurring in its

ACEE_Computation. These handlers respond to produce commands which are used to initiate

the actions of an effector to leverage a controlled process. The main instance

variables of ACEE_Execution are listed in Table 4. To instantiate an ACEE_Execution, these

variables should be specified.
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Table 4: The main instance variables of ACEE_Execution

anACEE_Connect an instance of AcceptorConnectorAM.

ecStream a write stream which is used to transfer commands to initiate actions
of an effector.

selectEcDispatch a symbol specifies which pattern, Reactor or Proactor, is used to
manage the operations of the dispatched handlers. There are two
defined symbols, #selectReactor and #selectProactor, which are used to
specify the Reactor pattern and the Proactor pattern, respectively.

anEcHandlerManager an instance of ACEE_HandlerManager.

handlerClass specifies which ConcreteACEE_ExecutionHandler is used to react
to the change events occurring in an ACEE_Computation.

executeProcess a process for putting the produced commands into ecStream.

Following is a set of messages for creating an instance of ACEE_Execution, anExecution.

anExecution:=ACEE_Execution new.

anExecution anACEE_Connect: TCPConnector with:'Peisu' with:60000.

anExecution ecStream: anExecution anACEE_Connect writeConnectStream.

anExecution selectEcDispatch: #selectReactor asValue.

anExecution anEcHandlerManager:(ACEE_HandlerManager with:#selectReactor ).

anExecution handlerClass: (Smalltalk at: #HandlerClass) new.

anExecution anEcHandlerManager aHandlerClass:anExecution handlerClass.

anExecution drive.

This anExecution uses the Reactor pattern to manage the operations of the dispatched handlers

which are encompassed within a class named HandlerClass, then puts the commands they

produce in ecStream which in this example is created as a TCP externalWriteStream that connects

with host Peisu through port 60000. Note that the last message is used to activate

executeProcess. As instantiating an ACEE_Acquisition, before anEcHandlerManager can work,

its instance variable eventHandlerDict must be assigned at first.
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5.4 Visual Tools of Hot-WIMP+

Although components of ACEE_Acquisition, ACEE_Computation, ACEE_Expression, and

ACEE_Execution can ease the burdens of creation of WIMP+ user interfaces a great

deal by providing well-defined white-box technique and black-box technique, they are still

difficult to those use interface designers who do not want to touch with the code details

presented in the form of classes and methods. The following visual tools of Hot-WIMP+ can

further help to hide the textual programming details.

5.4.1 Handler Manager

As described in section 5.3.1.3, in ACEE_HandlerManager, instance variable eventHandlerDict

records an event-handler map which is used to adequately dispatch handlers to process events.

Handler Manager, as shown in Fig. 24, is a visual tool to help establish an event-handler

map. To specify an event-handler map with Handler Manager, the following steps should

be followed:

• Give the handlers’ class name which includes the related handlers via a dialogue window.

As the class name is given, all its handlers are listed in a handler list located on the upper

right of the tool.

• Input all possible events via a dialogue window. Each new inputted event will appear in

an event list located on the upper left of the tool.

• Map a handler to an event by selecting an event in the event list and a handler in the

handler list, then accept the map by selecting the Accept the Map button. As the Accept the

Map button is pushed down, a map occurs in an Event-Handler Map pane. Repeat this step

again and again, until all the events are mapped to their corresponding handlers.

• Accept the map shown in the Event-Handler Map pane by selecting the Accept button.

Otherwise, use the Cancel button to discard the map.
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Fig. 24: Handler Manager

5.4.2 Connection Definer

Connection Definer, as shown in Fig. 25, is a tool for visually specifying a connection

stream with a sensor or an effector. By selecting a connection strategy, Acceptor or

Connector, all the relevant concrete connection strategies will occur in the upper right list of the

tool. After selecting a concrete connection strategy and specifying the demanded parameters, a

connection stream which connects with a sensor or an effector will be created. With it,

developers can avoid touching the methods and parameters of the programming interfaces of

AcceptorConnectorAM, Acceptor, and Connector.
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Fig. 25: Connection Definer

Fig. 25 demonstrates the use of Connection Definer to specify a connection stream with

a sensor via TCPConnector for an Acquisition. In this case, the concrete connection

strategy TCPConnector is selected36. With TCPConnector, two parameters, port number and

host name, must be specified. The host name is the name of the computer which mounts a

sensor or an effector. The port number is the TCP communication port37 used to transfer

the connection stream between the client and the server.

                                        

36 Since in the prototype of Hot-WIMP+ only TCPAcceptor and TCPConnector are implemented, therefore

only TCPConnector is listed here.

37 According to Internet Assigned Numbers Authority, for the private and/or dynamic use, the port number

should range from 49151 to 65535 [87]. For security reason, when the inputted port number is less than

49151 or larger than 65535, the connection data stream can not be created with the Connection Definer.
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5.4.3 Acquisition Definer

Acquisition Definer is a tool for visually programming a concrete Acquisition. As Fig.

26 shows, in addition to Acquisition Handler Manager38 and Connection

Definer which have been described above, it consists of other two visual specification tools,

Acquisition Mechanism and Strategy for Dispatching Handlers.

Fig. 26: Acquisition Definer

Acquisition Mechanism is a tool for specifying which mechanism, sampling mechanism

or event-driven mechanism, is used to capture data and put them into an acStream. If the

Sampling Mechanism radio button is pressed, the sampling mechanism will be selected and

                                        

38 Acquisition Handler Manager is a HandlerManager, which is used to establish an eventHandlerDict for

anAcHandlerManager of an Acquisition.
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Sampling Paradigm specification tool will occur for further specifying the detailed

sampling parameters. These sampling parameters are determined in terms of the characteristics

of the sensor and the requirements of the application domain. For example, Time Interval and

Begin at, are two parameters used to specify the sampling frequency39 and the time for beginning

the sampling action.

Strategy for Dispatching Handlers is used to specify using what kind of strategy

to manage the operations of the dispatched acquisitionhandlers, Reactor or Proactor.

After finishing the specification of Acquisition Mechanism, Strategy for

Dispatching Handlers, Acquisition Handler Manager, and Connection

Definer, the creation of an ACEE_Acquisition is finished.

With Acquisition Definer, to define an ACEE_Acquisition is quite simple. Developers do

not need to touch with the textual programming details which involve a set of variables and

methods as described in section 5.3.2.

5.4.4 Expression Specification Tools

Tools of the user interface builder of VisualWorks Smalltalk, as shown in Fig. 27, can support

visually programming traditional WIMP user interfaces. By opening a canvas with the Canvas

tool, developers can select corresponding WIMP widgets in the Palette tool, put and arrange

them in the Canvas, then use the Properties tool to specify their static attributes and the methods

used to determine their dynamic behaviors.

                                        

39 As already described, in most cases, sampling frequency is determined by Sampling Theorem [95].
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Fig. 27: Three major tools of the user interface builder of VisualWorks Smalltalk

Fortunately, these tools can be used to partially support visually programming the layout and

content of an Expression of a WIMP+ user interface, too. An Expression consists of

WIMP+ user interface objects which contain both traditional WIMP user interface

objects and Non-WIMP user interface objects. For programming traditional WIMP

user interface objects, e.g., window, radio button, label, etc., it is obvious that these tools can

still be applied. For programming Non-WIMP user interface objects, the Canvas

tool, the Palette tool, and the Properties tool can still be partially used.

To program Non-WIMP user interface objects with the Canvas tool, the Palette

tool, and the Properties tool, the skill of programming View Holder widget of the Palette tool

[111] [114] is required. Since there are substantial Non-WIMP user interface

objects and each of which reflects an aspect of an application domain, to program such an

object, manually programming is required. The View Holder and the Properties tool can help

specify the location and size of a Non-WIMP user interface object, and further

specify an Expression to determine its content, appearance, and dynamic behavior. This

Expression is an instance of an ACEE_Expression.
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5.4.5 Execution Definer

Execution Definer, as shown in Fig. 28, is a tool for visually programming a concrete

Execution. In addition to Execution Handler Manager40 and Connection

Definer, it includes a Strategy for Dispatching Handlers tool.

Fig. 28: Execution Definer

As Strategy for Dispatching Handlers of Acquisition Definer,

Strategy for Dispatching Handlers here is also used to specify the strategy for

managing the operations of the dispatched executionhandlers, Reactor or Proactor.

After the specifications of Strategy for Dispatching Handlers, Execution

Handler Manager, and Connection Definer are finished (the operation details of

Handler Manager and Connection Definer can be found in above sections), the

creation of an ACEE_Execution is finished.

                                        

40 Execution Handler Manager, is a HandlerManager, which is used to establish an eventHandlerDict

for anEcHandlerManager of an Execution.
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Obviously, creating an ACEE_Execution with Execution Definer is quite similar to

creating an ACEE_Acquisition with Acquisition Definer: most specifications can be done

only by mouse selection.

5.5 Put ACEE_Acquisition, ACEE_Computation, ACEE_Expression,

and ACEE_Execution Together

With Hot-WIMP+, by use of the white-box technique, the black-box technique, and the visual

tools described above, components of ACEE_Acquisition, ACEE_Computation,

ACEE_Expression, and ACEE_Execution can be created relative easily. To construct a

workable WIMP+ user interface, methods which are used to put all these components

together in a reasonable way are still required. On the contrary, if a collaboration relationship

among an ACEE quadruple does not need, methods for separating the relationship are required,

too.

In VisualWorks Smalltalk, there are two generally used methods to fulfill the above

requirements:

addDependent:

and

removeDependent:

As the name implies, the addDependent: method is used for adding a component as a Listener of

its receiver. On the contrary, the removeDependent: method is used for removing the dependency

relationship. And since ACEE_Computation and ACEE_Expression are two subclasses of

Model and View of VisualWorks Smalltalk, the model: method, which is inherited from

ACEE_Expression’s superclass View, DependentPart, can be used by an

ACEE_Expression to specify the dependency relationship between an ACEE_Computation

and an ACEE_Expression.

Following are two examples to show how to establish and separate the collaboration

relationship. Example one, connecting, is used by Hot-Demo (see chapter 6 for details) to

establish the collaboration relationship among a set of ACEE_Acquisition,
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ACEE_Computation, ACEE_Expression, and ACEE_Execution. On the contrary, example

two, separating, is used to remove the relationship.

connecting

“specify a Computation, aRobot, as a Listener of anAcquisition”

anAcquisition handlerClass addDependent:aRobot.

“specify an Expression, aRobotExpression, as a Listener of anAcquisition”

anAcquisition handlerClass addDependent:aRobotExpression.

“specify an Expression, robotMessageCollector, as a Listener of anAcquisition”

anAcquisition handlerClass addDependent:robotMessageCollector.

“specify an Expression, gripperExpression, as a Listener of anAcquisition”

gripperExpression model:anAcquisition handlerClass .

“specify an Expression, pushButtonExpression, as a Listener of anAcquisition”

pushButtonExpression model:anAcquisition handlerClass .

“specify an Expression, pushButtonExpression, as a Listener of a Computation, aRobot”

aRobot addDependent:pushButtonExpression.

“specify an Execution, anExecution, as a Listener of a Computation, aRobot ”

aRobot addDependent:anExecution.

separating

“remove the dependency relationship between a Computation, aRobot, and anAcquisition”

anAcquisition handlerClass removeDependent:aRobot.

“remove the dependency relationship between an Expression, aRobotExpression, and
anAcquisition”

anAcquisition handlerClass removeDependent:aRobotExpression.

“remove the dependency relationship between an Expression, robotMessageCollector, and
anAcquisition”

anAcquisition handlerClass removeDependent:robotMessageCollector.
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“remove the dependency relationship between an Expression, aRobotExpression, and its
Broadcaster”

gripperExpression model:nil.

“remove the dependency relationship between an Expression, pushButtonExpression, and its
Broadcaster”

pushButtonExpression model:nil.

“remove the dependency relationship between an Expression, pushButtonExpression, and its
Computation, aRobot”

aRobot removeDependent:pushButtonExpression.

“remove the dependency relationship between an Execution, anExecution, and a
Computation, aRobot”

aRobot removeDependent:anExecution.

5.6 Summary

This chapter elaborated on Hot-WIMP+, an ACEE-based software framework prototype

designed and implemented by the thesis author herself. Since Hot-WIMP+ uses the application

framework of VisualWorks Smalltalk as its cornerstone, it inherits automatically all the design

and code of the application framework of VisualWorks Smalltalk.

With Hot-WIMP+, user interface developers can build their WIMP+ user interfaces

from different programming layers, they can reuse the well-defined components of

ACEE_Acquisition, ACEE_Computation, ACEE_Expression, ACEE_Execution through

class inheritances or/and their programming interfaces as described in section 5.3; or they can

create directly the relevant components by use of visual tools, Acquisition Definer,

Expression Specification Tools, or Execution Definer, as described in

section 5.4.

Additionally, necessary examples were also given to demonstrate how to establish these

components with the white-box technique, the black-box technique, and the visual tools of

Hot-WIMP+ and how to put the well-created ACEE quadruple together in order to form a

workable WIMP+ user interface.
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In the next chapter, in addition to Hot-WIMP+, the feasibility of all the patterns and frameworks

that this work provides will be elaborated through WIMP+ user interface development

practice.
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6 WIMP+ Patterns and Frameworks in Practice

6.1 The Context of this Chapter

This chapter is a cocktail that tries to exhibit all the research results of the pervious chapters.

Through developing WIMP+ user interfaces for controlling a model robot, this chapter

demonstrates not only the practicability of Hot-UCDP in support of user-centered design

development process but also the robustness, pluggability, flexibility, reusability, maintainability,

and efficiency of the ACEE architecture and Hot-WIMP+.

According to Hot-UCDP, to develop a task-oriented user interface, the very first step is to seek

application domain patterns which embrace abstract user interface models related to the users’

tasks; then, apply HCI patterns to design the relevant user interface prototypes in terms of the

abstract user interface models; finally, exploit software patterns and tools to implement these

user interface prototypes as executable user interfaces. Consequently, this chapter will begin

with a robot application domain pattern SelectMe-ConveyMe-SettleMe, which is

revised from Select Me, Convey Me, Settle Me in [133], a position paper written

by the thesis author and appeared at the Workshop of Pattern Languages for Interaction Design:

Building Momentum at CHI2000. Then three executable WIMP+ user interfaces for

fulfilling the task described in the robot application domain pattern will be introduced,

respectively. Accompanying with each WIMP+ user interface, the related HCI patterns

will be mentioned and a HCI pattern Two-handed Manipulation which is revised from

Two-handed Manipulation in [133] will be described in detail.

To investigate the effect and efficiency of these three WIMP+ user interfaces for support

of fulfilling the task for controlling the robot, a case study will be given. The features of these
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WIMP+ user interfaces, design patterns, and frameworks will also be evaluated. Finally,

several possible application domains are also mentioned.

6.2 SelectMe-ConveyMe-SettleMe: a Robot Application Domain

Pattern

Name

SelectMe-ConveyMe-SettleMe

Intent

This robot application domain pattern tries to give a solution to support end users, especially

those who are not interested in the hardware details of the robot, to interactively telecontrol the

end-effector41 of a 3-D robot arm to carry an object from a place, convey and put it into a target

place with constraints.

Context

To telecontrol the end-effector of a 3-D robot arm, usually, there are three programming

techniques available: TeachIn Programming, Textual Programming, and Visual Programming

with Imperative Diagram [101] [117] [118]. But all these techniques require that end users

know the hardware details of the robot in which many of them are not interested. Additionally,

these techniques are short of intuitivity and flexibility for programming a new task. This pattern

gives a solution to overcome the pitfalls of these techniques.

Example

As Fig. 29 shows, the Fischertechnik model robot [31] is a 3-D robot arm with an end-effector,

a gripper. The robot arm is mounted on a turntable. Its gripper can be controlled by three

                                        

41 In robotics, end-effector refers to the tip of a robot linkage used to manipulate a real world object. And in

many robots, only the end-effector can be used to do manipulation.
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motors: M1, M2, and M3. Its position can be detected by six pulse switches: E1, E2, E3, E4,

E5, and E6. The functions of the motors and the pulse switches are depicted in Table 5.

Fig. 29: The Fischertechnik model robot

Table 5: Motors and pulse switches of the Fischertechnik model robot

M1 is used to drive the turntable moving around which in turn drives the
robot arm moving forward horizontally.

M2 is used to drive the arm raising or lowering.

M3 is used to drive the gripper opening or closing.

E1 is used to detect the gripper’s full-opened position.

E2 is used to count the degree to which the arm has moved horizontally.

E3 is used to detect the limit vertical position of the arm.

E4 is used to count the width in which the gripper has been opened.

E5 is used to count the height that the arm has reached.

E6 is used to detect the limit horizontal position of the arm.
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The constraints of the robot arm are: it can move maximally about 225° horizontally, its fully

raised position is about 90 mm, and its gripper can open maximally about 70 mm in width.

The robot gripper can be controlled to carry a small object (less than 70 mm in width) from a

place, convey and put it into a place with the above constraints.

Problem

How to effectively and efficiently support the end users who are not interested in the hardware

details of the robot to telecontrol the end-effector of a 3-D robot arm to select an object, convey

and put the object into a target place with constraints?

Forces

Traditionally, in robotics, to control the end-effector of a 3-D robot arm as the one in above

example, end users can use TeachIn Programming technique or Textual Programming technique

[117] [118]. But TeachIn Programming is very inflexible and requires that the end users know

the low level hardware details of the robot, e.g., the mechanical and electric functions of the

robot. Although Textual Programming is more flexible, it requires that the end users to be

professional at a Textual Programming Language like C or C++. It is very complex to most of

the end-users. Moreover, using a Textual Programming can not help avoid the requirement of

knowing the hardware details. Presently, Visually Programming with Imperative Diagrams, e.g.,

LLWin [68], which by providing the end users with a set of graphical commands, can improve

greatly the efficient of programming a task for control the end-effector of a 3-D robot arm. But

Visually Programming with Imperative Diagrams still requires that the end-users have some

knowledge of the robot hardware. Moreover, to program a new task requires the end users to

establish a new diagram. It could be not so interesting to some of the end users, e.g., children

under 10 years old.

Additionally, the above techniques can not provide adequate and intuitive feedback, e.g., the

current status of the robot arm, to the end users if the robot is put at a remote site. Although

video camera can help establish intuitive feedback, using video camera is expensive.

Additionally, transmitting large amount of real time pictures for telecontrol requires high speed

communication channel. If a low bandwidth public communication channel such as the Internet
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is used for telecontrol, it should avoid to transmit large amount of real time pictures for

telecontrol since:

• A limited bandwidth and communication channel such as the Internet usually possesses

communication delay while picture transmission requires high speed and bandwidth. And

the delayed arrived pictures can not help the user much for further programming a task

at the most time. Even worse, the user could spend lot of time to wait for the arriving of

the pictures which could result in low work efficiency.

• An open public shared communication channel such as the Internet is accessible to

millions of users. An application should not obstruct the communication channel too

long.

Solution

Create a WIMP+ user interface for Visually Programming by Direct Manipulation [99]:

• Use WIMP+ user interface objects to reflect the relevant real world objects

of the robot, e.g., the current status of the robot, the target position of the end-effector,

etc.

• Provide the end users with the manipulation devices like the mouse to do direct-

manipulation.

• Let the end users program a task for telecontrolling the end-effector of the robot by

Selecting the relevant WIMP+ user interface objects, Conveying it to the

target position, and then Settling it in that position within the WIMP+ user

interface.

Domain Model

This domain model includes the kinematical structure and the equations to describe the example

robot.
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The Kinematical Structure of the Robot

Due to intuitive and natural, in robotics Cartesian space control is widely used [91] [117]. With

a WIMP+ user interface, to control the end-effector of a robot arm, users just need to

specify the relevant Cartesian coordinates via the user interface. They do not need to touch

directly with the robot joint space which is not interesting and very complex to most of them.

The difficulty of specifying each robot joint position is taken over by the WIMP+ user

interface which integrates the related robot kinematical model to convert the Cartesian

coordinates into the concrete positions for each robot joint and link.

Usually, the complexity of a kinematical model of a robot depends on its degrees of freedom.

The example robot can be seen as with three degrees of freedom, each degree is controlled by a

motor. Suppose the robot is put at a table, its kinematical structure can be depicted as Fig. 30

(a)-(e). The variables used in Fig. 30 (a)-(e) as well as the following equations are listed in Table

6.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 30: The kinematical structure of the Fischertechnik model robot
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Table 6: Variables used to depict a kinematical model of the

Fischertechnik model robot

r1 the radius of the robot body, i.e., the distance between A and A’’, as shown in
Fig. 30 (a)-(e). It is a constant.

r2 the minimum distance between the gripper’s tip and axis AA’, as shown in Fig. 30
(c), (d), and (e).

r3 the maximum distance between the gripper’s tip and axis AA’, as shown in Fig.
30 (a), (b), (d), and (e).

r the distance between the gripper’s tip and axis AA’ as the arm reaches an
arbitrary vertical position, as shown in Fig. 30 (d) and (e).

l the length of link BC, as shown in Fig. 30 (a)-(d). It is a constant.

l1 the length of the robot gripper, i.e., the length of link CD, as shown in Fig. 30 (a)-
(d). It is a constant.

h the height of the robot, i.e., the distance between B to A’’, as shown in Fig. 30
(a)-(d). It is a constant.

h1 the maximum height that the gripper can reach, as shown in Fig. 30 (a), (b), and
(d). It is a constant.

θ1 the maximum vertical angle that link BC can reach, as shown in Fig. 30 (b).

θ2 the minimum vertical angle that link BC can reach, as shown in Fig. 30 (c).

θ An arbitrary vertical angle of link BC, as shown in Fig. 30 (d).

x the x coordinate of the gripper’s tip, as shown in Fig. 30 (e).

y the y coordinate of the gripper’s tip, as shown in Fig. 30 (e).

z the z coordinate of the gripper’s tip, as shown in Fig. 30 (d).

α the degree to which the robot arm has moved horizontally, as shown in Fig. 30
(e).

Fig. 30 (a) shows the original vertical kinematical structure of the robot as its arm in its fullly

raised position. Since the robot arm, which consists of link A’B and link BC, can rotate around
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link AA’ and since link A’B is unmovable, link BC can be seen as rotating around a cylinder

whose radius is r1 and axis is AA’, as shown in Fig. 30 (b). Fig. 30 (c) shows another vertical

kinematical structure of the robot as its arm reaches the surface of the table. Fig. 30 (d) is a

synthesis of (b) and (c) which depicts the arm in an arbitrary vertical position. The horizontal

kinematical structure of the robot is shown in Fig. 30 (e).

The Equations of a Kinematical Model of the Robot

Since the WIMP+ user interfaces will use a 2-D display to express information to end

users and the mouse as the manipulation device, the robot kinematical model should be able to

convert a 2-D input into the 3-D position of the robot gripper.

As Fig. 30 (b) shows, the geometric relationship among r1, r3, θ1, and l1 can be depicted as:

11sin13 llrr +∗+= θ , where )
1

arccos(1
l
hh −=θ (i)

From Fig. 30 (c),

12sin12 llrr +∗+= θ , where )arccos(2
l
h=θ (ii)

As shown in Fig. 30 (d),

1sin1 llrr +∗+= θ , where 12 θθθ ≤≤  and 32 rrr ≤≤ (iii)

θcos∗−= lhz , where 10 hz ≤≤ (iv)

According to the Pythagorean Theorem and Fig. 30 (e),

222 ryx =+ (v)

The triangular relationship among x, y, and α can be depicted as,

)arctan(
x
y=α , when x>0, y>0 (vi)

2
πα = , when x=0 (vii)

)arctan(
2 x

y+= πα , when x<0, y>0 (viii)
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)arctan(
x
y+= πα , when x<0, y<0 (ix)

And since the turntable can move maximally about 225° horizontally, the moveable area of the

robot arm is limited within a five eighth circle in plane, as shown in Fig. 30 (e). Therefore, α

should meet the constraint of

°≤≤ 2250 α (x)

If a user specifies a 2-D Cartesian coordinate (x, y) which represent the gripper’s tip via a

WIMP+ user interface, the α to which the arm should move horizontally can be

calculated out with the equation (vi)-(ix) and the constraint (x). And with the equation (v), r,

which should meet the constraint of 32 rrr ≤≤ , can be calculated out. Then according to the

following equation (xi), a variant of equation (iii), if r is known, the angle θ can be calculated

out,

( )




 +−=

l
lrr 11

arcsinθ , where r1 and l1 are constants (xi)

By use of equation (iv), z can be calculated out.

In summary, the equations of this kinematical model of the robot embrace equations (i)-(xi).

Known Uses

LLDemo, Hot-WebRobi, and Hot-Demo which will be introduced in the following sections

are WIMP+ user interfaces for telecontrolling the robot gripper via Visually

Programming by Direct Manipulation.

MARCO [16], as described in section 2.3.1, also involves a WIMP+ user interface for

telecontrolling a space robot via Visually Programming by Direct Manipulation.

6.3 The Experiment Environment

To construct corresponding WIMP+ user interfaces for controlling the model robot as

described in SelectMe-ConveyMe-SettleMe, an experiment environment which uses the
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TCP/IP communication protocol to link a robot client and a robot server42 together

was established by the thesis author. There are three major reasons to use the TCP/IP protocol:

• It is the most widely used communication protocol nowadays. For example, the Internet,

the largest network in the world and accessible to millions of users, uses it as its

communication protocol.

• It has been integrated in many modern operating systems, e.g., Windows family, Unix,

Linux, etc.

• It can provide an economic and flexible way, e.g., local control or telecontrol, for

programming a control task in robotics due to the above two reasons.

Fig. 31: The experiment environment

The robot client is used to run WIMP+ user interfaces while the robot server is used to

fulfill the low level robot control activity. More concretely, the robot client and the robot server

can be mounted either on the same computer (for local control) or two computers (for

telecontrol) that can communicate with TCP/IP. For example, during the development process,

the thesis author mounted the robot client on a SUN workstation and the robot server on a

                                        

42 The robot server is implemented by Martin Friedmann and Wolfgang Hess, two students at the Darmstadt

University of Technology, during their working at a student research project under the guidance of the thesis

author.
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personal computer. Both computers are connected with the Internet, as shown in Fig. 31. The

communication between the robot client and the robot server depends on the robot

client and the robot server communication languages (see Appendix C

of this thesis).

6.4 LLDemo: a WIMP+ user interface

LLDemo is a WIMP+ user interface developed by the thesis author in the period of

developing the ACEE architecture. It was implemented in VisualWorks Smalltalk. And now part

of its design and code are used to form the components of Hot-WIMP+.

According to the abstract user interface model described in SelectMe-ConveyMe-

SettleMe, a WIMP+ user interface prototype was designed by use of the HCI

patterns, e.g., Step-by-Step Instruction, Status Display, Control Panel, Giving a Warning,

Interaction Feedback, and Move in an Area [102] [107] [108]. Then according to ACEE and the

interface prototype, an executable WIMP+ user interface, LLDemo, was created with

VisualWorks Smalltalk.

In LLDemo, Acquisition, which is used to capture a user’s commands, inherits directly the

design and code from the Controller class of VisualWorks Smalltalk. The Computation

component, by use of the Model class of VisualWorks Smalltalk, is built upon the robot

kinematical model as described in SelectMe-ConveyMe-SettleMe. By use of traditional

WIMP user interface objects and creating the related Non-WIMP user interface

objects according to the application requirements, Expression, which is used to provide the

system information and manipulation possibility to the user, was created. The Execution

component is responsible for producing commands for leveraging the location and width of the

robot gripper.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 32: LLDemo, a WIMP+ user interface for controlling the Fischertechnik model robot

The Non-WIMP user interface objects used in the Expression of LLDemo, as Fig.

32 (a) shown, are:
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• Moveable Area: the shaded semicircle used to represent the movable area of the robot.

• The Gripper: the dark grey circle in Moveable Area represents the robot gripper. It is not

allowed to leave Moveable Area.

Besides, the actual z coordinate is indicated by a number in the upper right corner; the turning

angle and the opening width of the gripper are also given as numbers in the upper left corner.

LLDemo can support Visually Programming by Direct Manipulation technique. To control the

robot gripper with it, a user just needs to manipulate The Gripper with the control button, i.e., the

select button43 of the mouse. When the user clicks and drags the mouse within Moveable Area,

the robot arm will move accordingly. To control the width of the gripper and its vertical

position, the Operation Menu, which can be activated by the operation button44, can be used, as

shown in Fig. 32 (b). With the Operation Menu activating, the user can further select to control

the gripper or the z coordinate, as shown in Fig. 32 (c) and (d).

LLDemo hides the programming and hardware details. By use of the mouse and keyboard, a

user can control the robot directly and interactively. But in LLDemo, the robot’s current status

is not reflected.

6.5 Hot-WebRobi: a WIMP+ user interface

Hot-WebRobi, another WIMP+ user interface for controlling the robot gripper as

described in SelectMe-ConveyMe-SettleMe, was implemented by Erik Hansen during

the time he worked at a student research project under the guidance of the thesis author. It is

implemented as a Java applet which can run in a Web Browser, e.g., Netscape Communicator or

Internet Explorer. It was developed according to the ACEE architecture. Its Computation and

                                        

43 According to VisualWorks Smalltalk, the select button is the left button of a two-button or a three-button

mouse [114].

44 According to VisualWorks Smalltalk, if a two-button mouse is used, the right button is defined as the

operation button; and if a three-button mouse is used, the middle button is the operation button [114].
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Execution components are similar to that of LLDemo. Its Acquisition can communicate with

the robot server and its Expression is designed and implemented as Fig. 33 shows.

Fig. 33: Hot-WebRobi: a WIMP+ user interface running in a Web browser
for controlling the Fischertechnik model robot [45]

The Expression is divided into two parts: MyWorkPlace and MyMainExpression.

MyWorkPlace, which is further split into Main Control and Application Controls, is used to

capture user’s commands. MyMainExpression is used to express the robot’s current status.

Within the Main Control area and the MyMainExpression area, there are two group of sliders,

each consists of three sliders which are used to represent turntable: the arm’s horizontal moving

degrees, arm: the z coordinate, and gripper: the gripper’s width, respectively. By moving the

indicator of a slider within the Main Control area with the mouse, a user can control the robot

remotely. And the executing situations of the robot at the remote side will be reflected in the

corresponding sliders of MyMainExpression (the indicators of the corresponding sliders will

move accordingly). A user can also directly use commands to control the robot via the User-
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defined command input field (some commonly used commands are listed as radio buttons within

the Main Control area).

Additionally, Application Controls can be used to activate MyTextExpression,

MyGraphExpression or disconnect the robot client with its server. As shown in Fig. 33,

MyTextExpression reflects every textual messages which reflect the robot’s current status sent

by the robot server. MyGraphExpression consists of three graphic representations which reflect

the current and the target positions of the gripper.

The class diagram of Hot-WebRobi is shown in Fig. 34.

Nachrichtenaustausch

ACEE
(konkret)

„Hauptprogramm“

Broadcaster/Listener

ACEE
(abstrakt)

Broadcaster Listener

Acquisition Computation Expression Execution

MyComputation MyExecution

Robot

MyMainExpression

Java.Swing.JApplet

MyTextExpression MyGraphExpressionMyAcquisition

RobotLanguage

DecodedMessage

Graphische Komponenten

JRobotControl BasicComponent

BasicComponent
Turntable

BasicComponent
Arm

BasicComponent
Gripper

Referenz

Instanziierung

Vererbung

Fig. 34: The class diagram of Hot-WebRobi [45]

6.6 Hot-Demo: a WIMP+ user interface

Hot-Demo is a new version of LLDemo. In addition to all functions of LLDemo, it can reflect

the robot’s current status and provides a two-handed manipulation interaction technique for
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HCI. This two-handed manipulation interaction technique was created according to the Two-

handed Manipulation HCI pattern [133]. Before going to the details of Hot-Demo, the

revised Two-handed Manipulation HCI pattern will be presented. It is reconstructed

firmly according to the HCI pattern form proposed at CHI2000 (as described in section 3.1.2.4

of this thesis). Besides, since this thesis is not solely on research of HCI patterns, other related

HCI patterns such as the smaller patterns for constructing this pattern will not be mentioned.

Therefore, the References element of the HCI pattern form will be omitted here.

6.6.1 Two-handed Manipulation HCI Pattern

Name

Two-handed Manipulation**

Example

In robotics, many systems equip their end users with two-handed manipulation interaction

technique. For example, in MASCOT [4], a nuclear industry robot system, as shown in Fig. 35,

end users can control the two robot hands to manipulate real world objects by mapping the

actions of their own hands.

Fig. 35: A user of MASCOT is controlling a nuclear industry robot
with two-handed manipulation technique [4]
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Context

Traditional WIMP user interfaces have not appropriately exploited bimanual interaction of

human beings. WIMP+ and Non-WIMP user interfaces should utilize the two-handed

manipulation interaction technique adequately in order to support their end users interacting

with computers more efficiently.

Problem

Two-handed manipulation is an instinct of human beings. People could feel unbalance if they

just use one hand in their every day life. In robotics, two handed-manipulation is also used in

many electromechanical systems. In principle, two-handed manipulation should be more efficient

for users interacting with computers than one-handed manipulation. However, in a user

interface, if the subtasks for the two hands are not appropriately allocated, two-handed

manipulation could be worse than one-handed. For example, it may increase the cognitive load

of the users for coordinating the subtasks of the hands.

How could WIMP+ and Non-WIMP user interfaces appropriately utilize the non-dominant hand

of end users interacting with computers?

Evidence

Traditional WIMP user interfaces are one-handed oriented. For example, the user interface of

Microsoft office, GSview, Acrobat Reader, MATLAB, etc. only utilizes the dominant hand of a

user to interact with a computer. Although with these traditional WIMP user interfaces people

use two hands in typing, it does not reflect the continuous nature of two-handed manipulation

since during typing the hands are only perform discrete tasks sequentially. In robotics, two

handed-manipulation is used in many electromechanical systems (e.g., [4] [97]). As the robot

control is intervened by traditional WIMP user interfaces, the two handed-manipulation

interaction technique in robotics has been at a great deal taken over by the one-handed mouse

and keyboard interaction technique.

However, people are used to bimanual interaction. Many studies also show that two-handed

manipulation interaction technique significantly outperforms the commonly used one-handed
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manipulation technique of traditional WIMP user interfaces for fulfilling a compound task [7]

[18] [38] [46] [47] [66] due to the following reasons:

• Two-handed manipulation is more natural to users since it is an instinct of human beings.

• Two-handed manipulation can improve the speed of a task fulfillment since it can

provide more information simultaneously to a computer.

Therefore, WIMP+ and Non-WIMP user interfaces should pick up two-handed manipulation

interaction technique to support their end users fulfilling the compound tasks.

But engaging both hands might increase the cognitive load of the task in terms of carrying out

cognitive processes such as monitoring, decision making, and task coordination [ 61].

Solution

Let the non-dominant hand participate in fulfilling a compound task in WIMP+ and Non-WIMP

user interfaces according to the research results in [44]:

• Allocate coarser action to the non-dominant hand while the dominant hand is used to

fulfill finer action.

• Assign the non-dominant hand to set the frame of the reference for the action of the

dominant hand.

• Let the dominant hand involve in interaction at first. The non-dominant hand follows the

action of the dominant hand.

Sketch

Fig. 36 shows a picture of a two-handed manipulation interaction technique. The non-domain

hand is allocated to do the coarser action: select a button of a two pushbutton switch. The

domain hand is assigned to manipulate the mouse, a more dexterous action.
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Fig. 36: A two-handed manipulation interaction technique

6.6.2 Equip Hot-Demo with Two-handed Manipulation

In addition to the HCI patterns used in LLDemo, Hot-Demo is designed with the Two-

handed Manipulation HCI pattern.

According to the Two-handed Manipulation pattern, in design of Hot-Demo, the

compound interaction task: moving the robot gripper then open or close it can be split into two

subtasks: moving the robot gripper; open or close the gripper. And in terms of the solution of the

pattern, the dominant hand is allocated to take the first subtask while the non-dominant hand is

used to fulfill the second since the first needs higher skill and dexterity.

Fig. 37: Two-handed manipulation devices of Hot-Demo: the left one is a
pushbutton switch for non-dominant hand while the right one is the
traditional mouse for dominant hand.
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Accordingly, Hot-Demo is equipped with two manipulation devices: the traditional mouse and

a pushbutton switch, as shown in Fig. 37. The mouse is used for the dominant hand to fulfill the

subtask moving the robot gripper, while the pushbutton switch which consists of two pushbuttons

is allocated for the non-dominant hand to initiate the subtask open or close the gripper. Fig. 38

shows that the thesis author is testing the two-handed manipulation interaction technique of

Hot-Demo.

Fig. 38: The thesis author is testing the two-handed manipulation
interaction technique of Hot-Demo.

6.6.3 Hot-Demo Outline

The Expression of Hot-Demo is shown in Fig. 39 (a)-(c). In addition to all functions of

LLDemo, Hot-Demo provides:

• A more natural interaction technique. For example, two-handed manipulation interaction

technique is exploited.

• Adequate and intuitive feedback. For example, not only the target position of the gripper

(represented by a Non-WIMP user interface object: The Gripper, i.e., the

dark grey circle) but also its moving track (represented by a Non-WIMP user
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interface object: Moving Track, i.e., the grey circle) and other objects are clearly

reflected, as Fig. 39 (a)-(c) show.

The Expression of Hot-Demo is divided into two parts: Work Space and Information Area, as
Fig. 39 (a)-(c) shown.

Work Space, which is located on the right side of the Expression, is the corn of Hot-Demo. It

is used to support its end user to program a task for controlling the robot. In addition to the two

Non-WIMP user interface objects of LLDemo, Moveable Area (the shaded

semicircle) and The Gripper (the dark grey circle), it includes another Non-WIMP user

interface object, Moving Track (the grey circle), which reflects the current location of the

robot gripper, as shown in Fig. 39 (b). When a user clicks and drags the mouse within Moveable

Area, The Gripper will move to the position pointed by the mouse and Hot-Demo will produce

commands for leveraging the robot arm. At the same time, if the robot client is connected with

the robot server as described in section 6.3, the robot arm will be driven accordingly. And its

executing status is sent back to Hot-Demo by the robot server and is reflected by Moving Track.

Additionally, Work Space provides two control buttons: Connecting and Separating, for

connecting or disconnecting the robot client with its robot server. The width of the target object

can be specified with the Width of Target Object input field.

Information Area, which is located on the left side of the Expression, is used to display the

system states. It consists of two groups: Control Parameters and Robot Situations. Control

Parameters is used to reflect the 3-D coordinate of the target position of the gripper, as shown

in Fig. 39 (a)-(c). If the pushbutton switch which is used for the non-dominant hand to fulfill

manipulation as described in the above section is connected with the user interface, its operation

status will be reflected by a Non-WIMP user interface object, Pushbutton, as shown

in Fig. 39 (b)-(c). Robot Situations is used to reflect the robot’s current status. It consists of

Gripper Width, a Non-WIMP user interface object, and Messages from Robot. If robot

client is connecting with the robot server, as shown in Fig. 39 (b)-(c), Gripper Width will reflect

the gripper’s opening/closing status and Messages from Robot will display the textual messages

sent by the robot server to indicate more detailed executing information. If the robot client is

disconnecting with the robot server, a question mark icon will appear in Gripper Width and

Messages from Robot will display nothing, as Fig. 39 (a) shown.
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(a)

(b)
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(c)

Fig. 39: Hot-Demo, a WIMP+ user interface

6.6.4 A Brief Look at the Implementation

Hot-Demo was developed directly with Hot-WIMP+. Its Acquisition and Execution were

directly created from the visual tools of Hot-WIMP+, Acquisition Definer and

Execution Definer. Its Computation which integrates the kinematical model of the

robot as described in SelectMe-ConveyMe-SettleMe was implemented as a subclass of

ACEE_Computation. Its Expression which consists of several Non-WIMP user

interface objects, were created with the help of Expression Specification

Tools and well-defined ACEE_Expression. By linking the defined Acquisition,

Computation, Expression, and Execution together with the related addDependent: methods

which are encompassed in the connecting method as described in 5.5, Hot-Demo works!

As LLDemo and Hot-WebRobi, Hot-Demo can support Visually Programming by Direct

Manipulation technique. It can be used to program a task to control the end-effector of a 3-D
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robot as described in SelectMe-ConveyMe-SettleMe both locally (as shown in Fig. 38)

or remotely (Fig. 40). Fig. 40 shows that a user is applying Hot-Demo to telecontrol the robot

via the Internet.

Fig. 40: With Hot-Demo running on a SUN workstation, a user is
telecontrolling the robot via the Internet.

6.7 A Case Study

In order to investigate the effect and efficiency of the Visually Programming by Direct

Manipulation technique that these WIMP+ user interfaces provide, Dr. Elke Siemon and

the thesis author run a case study at the Darmstadt University of Technology [101]. This case

study was on comparison of LLDemo with LLWin [68].

6.7.1 LLWin: a Visually Programming with Imperative Diagram Tool

LLWin is a Visually Programming with Imperative Diagram tool offered with the example robot

as described in SelectMe-ConveyMe-SettleMe. It includes a set of graphical commands,

as shown in Fig. 41, for end users to program a task for controlling the robot.
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Fig. 41: The graphical commands of LLWin

Fig. 42: The programming editor of LLWin

To create a program with LLWin, a user should choose the relevant graphical commands, put

and edit them as an imperative diagram within the programming editor of LLWin, as shown in
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Fig. 42. After the imperative diagram has been well established, a user can run the program

directly with the run command which is integrated within the main menu of LLWin. Then the

computer will follow the program indicated by the imperative diagram to control the robot. A

detailed introduction to LLWin can be found in [68].

6.7.2 The Study

The Hypothesis

The hypothesis of this study was that LLDemo was more intuitive, easier to learn and to

program. LLWin, on the other hand, was appropriate for learning the hardware details of the

robot.

The Experiment Task

Let the subjects use LLDemo and LLWin to program respectively a task which consists of the

following five steps:

Step 1: Move the arm of the robot 45° from the turntable limit position.

Step 2: Lower the arm 60 mm.

Step 3: Catch the target object about 10 mm in radius.

Step 4: Raise the arm and move it further 45 °.

Step 5: Open the gripper, i.e., release the target object onto its destination.

The Experiment Variables

• Simplicity of programming

Can be measured by the learning time of each tool and the time for developing the

solution to the task.

• Intuitivity
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Depends on subjective answers to the questions concerning the features of the tools, like

the visuality, needed mental skills, overview, and comfortability.

• Exactness of specification

Can be measured by the exactness of the solutions to the task and if the tools could solve

the task.

• Easiness of modifications and changes

Can be measured by changing the task and then see how much time needed for both

tools for programming the change.

• Consistency of terminology

Depends on subjective answers to the questions concerning about tools for learning

about the hardware details of the robot.

The Subjects

Eight students at the Computer Science Department of the Darmstadt University of Technology

were part of this study. Three of them attended a class on visual support for programming. Two

of them are female, six are male.

The Experiment

The experiment was curried out in the following steps:

Step 1: Introduce the hardware details of the robot, i.e., the motors and switches of the

robot.

Step 2: Introduce LLWin with an example. Let the subjects experience the tool with a short

example.

Step 3: Let the subjects program the task with LLWin. Let them modify the step 4 of the

task as they finished programming the task.
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Step 4: Introduce LLDemo with a short example.

Step 5: Let the subjects program a solution for the task with LLDemo.

Step 6: Let the subjects fill a questionnaire.

In two trails, the sequence of introducing LLWin and LLDemo were changed. But the change

had no effect on the results.

The Solutions

To program a task for controlling the robot with LLWin, as above section described, the end

user must use its graphical commands (as shown in Fig. 41) to edit an imperative diagram within

its programming editor (as shown in Fig. 42) in terms of the needs of the task. Fig. 43 shows a

LLWin solution to the experiment task.

Fig. 43: A LLWin solution to the experiment task
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To program a task for controlling the robot with LLDemo, as described in section 6.4, the end

user needs to use the mouse to move The Gripper to the relevant position within Moveable Area

and if necessary, with the help of its Operation Menu. In order to program the experiment task,

the end user needs to follow these steps:

Step 1: Move the robot arm to 45° from the turntable limit position and lower it 60mm.

There are two methods with LLDemo to fulfil the subtask:

On The Gripper, press the control button. Then drag The Gripper with the mouse.

As the mouse moves, the corresponding Degrees that the robot has turned and

also the Z coordinate are displayed. When Degrees is 45.0, release the control

button, then press the operation button. Operation Menu occurs as in Fig. 32 (b).

Select Z position, then at the emerging dialog box as shown in Fig. 32 (d), type

the intended value of the z coordinate, then click OK.

Alternatively, press the control button on The Gripper and drag it to the intended

position, release the control button when the intended turning Degrees and Z

coordinate are displayed in the interface.

Step 2: Control the gripper to catch the target object.

Press the operation button. As Operation Menu occurs, select Gripper, then select

Catch, as shown in Fig. 32 (c).

Step 3: Raise the arm and move the robot another 45°, then open the gripper.

On The Gripper, press the control button and drag it. When Degrees is 90.0, release

the control button. Actuate Operation Menu, type the intended Z position in, as

shown in Fig. 32 (d). Then actuate Operation Menu again to control the gripper.

Select Open, as shown in Fig. 32 (c).

The Results

Central to the experiment variables, the results of this case study are summarized as follows:
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• Simplicity of programming

From the time recorded during the experiment, as shown in Table 7, it is obvious that

programming with LLDemo is not only faster to learn, but also easier to program since

the development of the task takes less time.

Table 7: The time used to learn and develop the experiment

task with LLDemo and LLWin

Average Best Worst

Introduction Robot 17 min 21 min 10 min

Introduction LLWin 14 min 13 min 20 min

Task LLWin 59 min 51 min 83 min

Modification 60 sec 30 sec 94 sec

Introduction LLDemo 11,5 min 5 min 17 min

Task LLDemo 4 min 2 min 7 min

• Intuitivity

The answers to question concerning the features of both tools confirm the interpretation

of the results of time. The students mostly gave statements like “LLDemo is more visual,

since the robot can be programmed just by using the mouse. With LLWin one first has

to develop an imperative diagram.” Statements like these show that students see

LLDemo as more direct, as no explicit programming language is needed, compared to

LLWin. They think that mental skills for LLWin have to be much higher than that for

LLDemo. For LLWin the code needs to be planned in advance. Moreover, the use of

program variables in LLWin seems to be harder.

Most students (6 of 7) prefer using LLDemo to program the robot, “because they do not

have to write code.” One student prefers LLWin because it allows programming in more

detail. For intuitivity, LLDemo gets an average rate of 8.2 (on a scale from 0 to 10)
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where LLWin gets an average rate of 5.1. Similarly, the comfortability is rated better for

LLDemo than that of LLWin because of its more direct programming.

Besides, for programming the example task, both tools can provide a clear presentation

and a good overview.

• Exactness of specification

Generally, all students could solve the task with LLWin and LLDemo. Although in

reality, LLWin allows control sequences to be specified more exact than LLDemo, the

result of the study shows that some students have the feeling, that LLDemo is more

exact. The reason for this result is probably due to the fact that LLWin does not hide all

the hardware details. For example, to specify a turn of 45°, the degree has to be

translated into turns of a pulse switch which leads to two errors: the translation has to be

done by the students and is therefore error prone and there may be truncation and

rounding errors. On the other hand, the direct manipulation of turn 45° with LLDemo

gives the students a feeling of an exact specification and is much more task-oriented.

• Easiness of modification and change

The experiment shows, that minor modifications, as changing a parameter (like the

degree to which the robot turns) are very easy and fast in LLWin. Since in LLDemo

modification costs at least a new manipulation step, this will be less comfortable. On the

other hand, if a change deals with bigger parts of the program which makes the time

equivalent to the development of a new program, probably LLDemo will be faster here.

• Consistency of terminology

Different answers such as the rating of LLWin as a useful tool for users who want to

learn about the hardware details of the robot was expected. Surprisingly, the students

just looked at the skills needed to use the tools. They did not care the functionality of the

robot hardware details provided by LLWin. They saw the tools just for programming.

From the experiment results, it is clear that to program a task for controlling the robot, the

Visually Programming by Direct Manipulation technique that LLDemo provides outperforms
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the Visually Programming by Imperative Diagram technique provided by LLWin. Also, Hot-

WebRobi, and Hot-Demo should possess the same advantages of LLDemo.

6.8 Evaluation

6.8.1 Evaluation on LLDemo, Hot-WebRobi, and Hot-Demo

These WIMP+ user interfaces, LLDemo, Hot-WebRobi, and especially Hot-Demo

were developed in order to achieve as many functions of Non-WIMP user interfaces (as

described in section 2.1.3) as possible. They can present clearly “Sites, Modes, and Trails” [82]

to their end users. They occupy the following characteristics compared to traditional WIMP

user interfaces:

• Supervisory control capability

Obviously, LLDemo, Hot-WebRobi, and Hot-Demo can observe and/or leverage a

controlled process: the robot.

• More powerful and natural languages for users interacting with computers

The case study in the section of 6.7 shows that LLDemo could bring better performance

than LLWin for programming the same task for controlling the robot. Also,

programming a task with LLDemo outperforms greatly than programming with

traditional TeachIn Programming technique and Textual Programming technique. For

the same reason, Hot-WebRobi and Hot-Demo provide their users with more

powerful and natural languages to control the robot, too.

• Richer interaction devices and techniques

In addition to the commonly used one-handed manipulation interaction technique, Hot-

Demo provide its users with the two-handed manipulation interaction technique. It was

developed in terms of the HCI pattern Two-handed Manipulation: an easy to use

pushbutton switch was designed for the non-dominant hand to do coarser direct
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demonstration, open or close the gripper; the finer interaction, move the gripper to a target

position, is assigned to the dominant hand.

Additionally,

• These WIMP+ user interfaces have explored a flexible, economic, and promising way

for telerobotics.

Since TCP/IP is used as the communication protocol to link the robot client and the

robot server together, these WIMP+ user interfaces can use the Internet or other

TCP/IP based networks as the communication channel. The combination of the Internet

technology and telerobotics should possess a very attractive prospect. The reason is, on

the one hand, the Internet provides an open public shared communication channel to the

people all over the world. And the applications which can run on it are still very limited.

New applications have been strongly appealed to serve manifold needs of its world wide

millions of users for years. On the other hand, telerobotics [97] which combines human

telecontrol with the robot technology can relieve people from tedious and dangerous

work. But at present, telerobotics is mostly limited to a handful specialists in very special

fields, e.g., military, industry, aviation and space technology. One of the reasons is due

to the expensive communication channel. The Internet provides a well-established world

wide communication channel that links every computer system together, e.g., household

robots, computers in offices or at public places, or mobile phones (via WAP

technology). These Internet linked systems can extend the applications of telerobotics

greatly by involving millions of the Internet users acting as specialists to interact with

their controllable facilities far away from them. For example, users who are on vacations

in Germany could control their house-hold air conditions in China via the Internet. Users

could instruct their household robots to cook tea for them via WAP technology when

they are on their home ways. LLDemo, Hot-WebRobi, Hot-Demo, together with

other sample examples, e.g., Interactive Model Railroad [55], and New Operator [105],

no doubt, could enhance the confident of further research and development work at the

combination of the Internet and robotics.
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According to the hypotheses described in the section of 2.1.3, no doubt, all the analyses above

show that LLDemo, Hot-WebRobi, and Hot-Demo, are towards a kind of Non-WIMP user

interfaces!

6.8.2 Evaluation on Hot-UCDP, ACEE, and Hot-WIMP+

The successful application of Hot-UCDP, ACEE, and Hot-WIMP+ in the development of

LLDemo, Hot-WebRobi, and Hot-Demo shows their suitability and availability to support

the whole development process of user interfaces [132], especially WIMP+ user

interfaces. Their merits and potential problems are evaluated in a subjective view of the

thesis author as follows:

• Hot-UCDP could be a promising framework for user-centered design methodology

Hot-UCDP provides a concrete framework for developing a take-oriented user

interface. But up till now, there are very few application domain patterns available. To

propagate the design pattern modeling methodology in application domain needs time.

Furthermore, it is uncertain that if all domain experts will accept to use the same pattern

form to describe their abstract user interface models related to diverse tasks. So it is

unrealistic to hope that all application domain patterns could stick to one pattern form.

Instead, different pattern forms can be used to capture application domain knowledge.

Also, as described in section 3.1.2.4, HCI pattern research are confronted with lots of

problems. Software patterns are still needed to be further researched in order to meet the

manifold requirements.

• ACEE can provide a relative robust, flexible, pluggable, and reusable architecture for

creating WIMP+ user interfaces.

Although the ACEE pattern is quite mature, it needs to embrace more element patterns

in order to extend its ability. For example, the Strategy pattern [36] could be embeded

into Computation for switching among alternative algorithms.

• Hot-WIMP+ can effectively support the implementation of WIMP+ user interfaces from

diverse programming levels.
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As described in chapter 5, Hot-WIMP+ provides the white box technique, the black box

technique, and visual tools for implementing WIMP+ user interfaces. The higher

programming layer (see Fig. 21) is used, the easier for reuse and programming. But at

present, the visual tools of Hot-WIMP+ cannot hide all the textual programming details.

Further research and implementation are still required.

6.9 Other Applications

Hot-UCDP provides a concrete framework for support of the development process of user-

centered design methodology. In principle, it could be used to guide all task-oriented user

interfaces design.

In principle, ACEE and/or Hot-WIMP+ can effectively support the WIMP+ user

interface development. In addition to LLDemo, Hot-WebRobi, and Hot-Demo, in the

Known Uses section of ACEE (see the chapter 4), there are two applications which have

successfully used the ACEE pattern. One is Hot Rolling Mills, an application for process

automation managed by Siemens AG. The other is SCUT-Voice, a telecommunication

application developed by the thesis author and her colleagues and students at the South China

University of Technology. Without doubt, these two industrial applications together with the

academic projects LLDemo, Hot-WebRobi, and Hot-Demo have demonstrated the practical

aspects of the ACEE architecture. And there will be many applications can be developed with

the ACEE architecture or directly from Hot-WIMP+, too. For example, user interfaces in WAP

and WWW applications, user interfaces in car driver assistant systems, user interfaces in email

filter applications, user interfaces in truck logistics and maintenance, user interfaces in

distributed multi-user database systems, user interfaces in automation rail systems, and user

interfaces in aviation.

6.10 Summary

This chapter demonstrated the utility of Hot-UCDP, ACEE, and Hot-WIMP+ through

developing WIMP+ user interface practice. From extracting abstract user interface model

to implementing executable user interfaces, corresponding application domain pattern, HCI

patterns, and software patterns were used throughout.
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The robust, pluggable, flexible, reusable, maintainable, and efficient aspects of ACEE

architecture and Hot-WIMP+ for implementing WIMP+ user interfaces were also

illustrated. However, a good software architecture does not mean a good user interface. It can

only support the implementation level. User interface design deals with half science and half art.

The usability aspect of a user interface depends heavily on the cognitive model of its designers.

To develop user interfaces with the same software architecture and the same application domain

pattern, different designers could exploit different interaction techniques which could result in

quite different user interfaces. This is implied by the diversity of LLDemo, Hot-WebRobi, and

Hot-Demo. Therefore, application domain patterns, HCI patterns, and software patterns are

equal important to user interface development.

According to Hot-UCDP, in this chapter, one application domain pattern SelectMe-

ConveyMe-SettleMe and one HCI pattern Two-handed Manipulation were also

researched, documented, and used.

In addition to unfolding each WIMP+ user interface, LLDemo, Hot-WebRobi, and

Hot-Demo, which was developed with the design patterns and frameworks of this thesis, this

chapter elaborated also on a case study in order to investigate the effect and efficiency of the

task programming technique that these WIMP+ user interfaces provide. Evaluation on

these WIMP+ user interfaces, Hot-UCDP, ACEE, and Hot-WIMP+ were also given.

Further application domains of these design patterns and frameworks were also mentioned.

The coming chapter will conclude this work and discuss future research.
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7 Conclusions and Future Work

7.1 Conclusions

User interfaces are vita factors to contemporary and future applications. What are future user

interfaces? What models and tools are effective and efficient to user interface, especially to

future user interface development? This doctoral work has done deep and extensive research

central to these questions. Based on the research results and the development experience in user

interfaces as well as other parts of applications of the thesis author, in this work, corresponding

models and tools, i.e., design patterns and frameworks, which have been demonstrated by a

robot control application, have been developed. The major contributions of this work could be

unfolded as follows:

• Define WIMP+ user interfaces based on investigation of the evolution of user interfaces

This work deduces the characteristics and functions of future user interfaces from

extensive study on literatures and the research results on the evolution of user interfaces.

It comes out that supervisory control should be one of the most important

innovative functions of future user interfaces. Central to supervisory control, WIMP+

user interfaces are defined. That is, WIMP+ user interfaces are a kind of

future user interfaces, which are partially built upon the WIMP interaction devices and

techniques and can provide the function of observing and leveraging at least one

controlled process under the supervision of their users. They deal with

continuous and real-time response and feedback, ubiquitous computing, and manifold

interaction devices and techniques which can bring high bandwidth and parallel input and

output.
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The similarity, diversity, and relationships among the traditional user interfaces, WIMP+

user interfaces, and future user interfaces have also been studied.

• Pick up the attractive universal modeling methodology, design patterns, to structure

interdisciplinary user interface models. Develop a framework: Hot-UCDP to support

the development process of user interface engineering.

From the user interface engineering point of view, an investigation on the state-of-the-art

high level models for user interface realization is conducted within this work. It comes

out that user-centered design methodology is the most promising one that could bring

higher usability user interfaces. But since it is a new model, at present, it is still short of

concrete formal or semiformal rules to support the development process.

User-centered design methodology calls for close cooperation among individuals of an

interdisciplinary development team which consists of end users (application domain

experts), HCI experts, software engineers, and other experts with different skills and

expertise. Therefore, this work picks up the universal modeling methodologies, design

patterns, to structure interdisciplinary user interface models. It is one of the pioneer

works that uses design pattern methodology to structure end users’ tasks. And for the

rational reason, the root of design patterns, design patterns in software engineering, and

design patterns in HCI are also overviewed.

Based on the user interface and software development experience of the thesis author

and research results on the literatures, it is clear that task-oriented user interface

development approach could act as one of the candidates to support the development

process of user-centered design methodology. Supplying the task-oriented approach

with a users’ task oriented interdisciplinary pattern system, this work proposes a

framework, Hot-UCDP, to support the development process of user-centered design

methodology. The content, hierarchy, and workflow of Hot-UCDP are clearly defined.

• Discover and document a WIMP+ user interface software architectural pattern: ACEE

With Hot-UCDP, this work puts its most effort on elaborating on user interface

software architectural patterns; and discovers that the state-of-the-art user interface
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architectural patterns such as MVC and PAC do not cover the details of processing the

spatial and time constraints of WIMP+ user interfaces.

Based on the intensive research on user interfaces and the software development

experience in control technology (e.g., [127]) and telecommunication (e.g., [123]) of the

thesis author, Acquisition-Computation-Expression-Execution

(ACEE), a software architectural pattern was discovered during this work. The ACEE

pattern was workshoped at PLoP1999 and won widely valuable comments and feedback

from the pattern experts in both software and HCI communities.

ACEE pattern shows its great capability to guide WIMP+ user interface

development due to the following reasons: it clearly divides a complex WIMP+ user

interface into four components according to functionality; it defines a simple but

efficient mechanism for coordinating the communications among this quadruple; it can

effectively and efficiently support change, plug, or remove any component of this

quadruple without influencing others; it makes the configuration of new input devices

easier; it supports real-time and simultaneous interaction design; it supports of capturing

both continuous signals and discrete events from sensors and manipulation devices

according to their characteristics; it supports synchronous and asynchronous operations;

and it supports distributed computing.

• Develop an ACEE-based software framework prototype, Hot-WIMP+, for implementing

WIMP+ user interfaces

According to the research results about tools for user interface implementation, it comes

out that most traditional user interface tools are specific to help develop traditional

WIMP user interfaces; tools for aiding the creation of WIMP+ user interfaces

should be implemented. Since pattern-based software framework is regarded as one of

the most promising tools in both user interface and software engineering nowadays, a

pattern-based software framework prototype, Hot-WIMP+, was created by the thesis

author herself during this work.

Based on ACEE, Hot-WIMP+, which is built upon the application framework of

VisualWorks Smalltalk, integrates the most present advantages of software framework.
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It provides white box technique, black box technique, and visual tools for programming

WIMP+ user interfaces. That is, with Hot-WIMP+, user interface developers can

build their WIMP+ user interfaces from different programming layers: they can

use either the relevant variables, methods, and programming interfaces provided in the

components of ACEE_Acquisition, ACEE_Computation, ACEE_Expression, and

ACEE_Execution or its visual tools, Handler Manager, Connection

Definer, Acquisition Definer, Expression Specification Tools,

and Execution Definer. Since Hot-WIMP+ is built upon ACEE, it keeps all the

characteristics of ACEE. The well-defined ACEE components and visual tools of Hot-

WIMP+ can greatly release user interface developers from the complexity of developing

and maintaining ACEE components.

• Investigate the practicability of Hot-UCDP, ACEE, and Hot-WIMP+ by applying them

to create WIMP+ user interfaces for controlling a model robot

According to Hot-UCDP, to create a task-oriented user interface, domain experts

should outline their requirements, their abstract user interface models, as application

domain patterns. Accordingly, during this work, a robot application domain pattern,

SelectMe-ConveyMe-SettleMe, was documented. It extracts and gives a

solution to release the problem existing within the state-of-the-art techniques used to

support end users programming a task to telecontrol the end-effector of a 3-D robot

arm. It is the first abstract user interface model which is structured in the form of design

patterns in robotics. This pattern can be used as a starting point to design user interface

prototypes for controlling the end-effector of a 3-D robot arm with constraints.

During the design phase of WIMP+ user interface prototypes, this work also

researched bimanual interaction, discovered and documented it as a HCI pattern Two-

handed Manipulation.

Three executable WIMP+ user interfaces, LLDemo, Hot-WebRobi, and Hot-

Demo have been successfully created with ACEE and/or Hot-WIMP+.

The implementation practice shows the high availability of Hot-UCDP, ACEE and the

simplicity of Hot-WIMP+ in support of developing of WIMP+ user interfaces.
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• Explore using the Internet as the communication channel for telerobotics

This work (although it is not the first work) explores using the Internet as the

communication cannel for telerobotics. It demonstrates again the attractive prospects of

the combination of the Internet technology and telerobotics. It shows also the fact that

the necessity of creating WIMP+ user interfaces for the Internet-based

telerobotics since telerobotics calls for intuitive feedback from the remote site while

transmission of large amount of real time video images via the Internet for telecontrol is

unrealistic.

7.2 Future work

The design patterns and frameworks developed by this work can provide effective support on

both the user interfaces, especially WIMP+ user interfaces development process and

phases. Future work can be conducted in the following directions:

• Establish substantial software architectural patterns, HCI Patterns, and application

domain patterns. Categorize them appropriately

Hot-UCDP could be a promising framework for support of user-centered design

development process. For a specific task, it calls for a relevant interdisciplinary pattern

system. This requires large amount of adequate application domain patterns, HCI

patterns, and software patterns available and easy to be found. Therefore, future work

could go on the direction of developing application domain patterns, HCI patterns, and

software patterns, categorizing and storing them appropriately.

• Further implement Hot-WIMP+

Firstly, the visual tools of Hot-WIMP+ should be further researched and implemented in

order to support of automatic generation of WIMP+ user interfaces. Although at

present Hot-WIMP+ includes several visual tools, to create a WIMP+ user

interface with it, manual textual programming is still required. Future work should

go on this direction to further release user interface developers from textual
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programming, e.g., integrating the new research results of visual specification techniques

[69] [102] into Hot-WIMP+.

Secondly, Hot-WIMP+ should be equipped with enough handlers (device drivers) to

react with all possible input and output devices; and enough communication protocols to

establish connection with them. It should be no difficult to integrate handlers and

communication protocols into Hot-WIMP+ with its visual tools Handler Manager

and Connection Definer.

Thirdly, use other programming languages to code Hot-WIMP+ and integrate it into

commercial user interface tools.

• Further implement LLDemo, Hot-WebRobi, and Hot-Demo as Programming by

Demonstration tools

At present, with LLDemo, Hot-WebRobi, and Hot-Demo, the end user must pay

high attention during programming a task since every mouse movement will be

interpreted as the real action of the robot. In a real control situation, this technique

should be combined with other safety measures. For example, these user interfaces can

be further implemented as Programming by Demonstration tools [28]. Let the end user

do simulation with the user interfaces at first and save the simulation result at the same

time. Provide intuitive user interfaces for modifying the simulation results. The end user

can repeat the simulation and modification several times until a satisfied program is

created, then uses the optimal program to control the robot.

• Propagate the design patterns and frameworks presented in this work in future user

interface development practice

The patterns and frameworks presented in this work can be used in many application

domains. They should be propagated widely.

Design pattern methodology has shown its power in architecture. The thesis author also hopes

that design patterns and pattern-based frameworks presented in this work can take their effect in

future user interface development practice and help user interface developers, to some extent,

achieve “The Quality Without A Name” [3].
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Glossary

Abstract user interface models An abstract user interface model depicts an

envisioned user interface of an application domain.

ACEE ACEE is the acronym of Acquisition-Computation-Expression-Execution. It refers to a

software architectural pattern discovered by the thesis author for developing WIMP+

User Interfaces.

Alexanderian patterns Alexanderian pattern refers to the design patterns written by

architect Alexander and his colleagues in architecture, e.g., [2].

Application domain patterns An application domain pattern is a users’ task model,

which involves an abstract user interface model, depicted in a pattern form.

Applications An application is a software used to help solve a problem of an application

domain. An interactive application is an application needs at least one user to interact

with in order to run properly. In this thesis an application is used as the synonym of an

interactive application.

Black box technique Black box technique refers to a software component reuse

technique with which developers can reuse the components of a software framework

without the requirement to know their implementation details by providing well-defined

programming interfaces.

Components A component of a software refers to a set of well-defined collaborating classes

or procedures which can provide a specific functionality.
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Controlled process (task environment) In this thesis, it refers to any entity

which possesses dynamic status that can be detected by sensors and leveraged by

effectors.

Design pattern modeling methodology. It refers to using the design pattern forms

to structure different models.

Design patterns Design patterns, in this thesis, refer to three things: the design pattern

modeling methodology; models structured by the design pattern modeling methodology;

and the medium-scale level software patterns, i.e., element patterns, which are used to

support the software architectural patterns.

Effector In this thesis, an effector refers to either a hardware component or a programming

interface of a software component which can be used to initiate an action of other

objects.

End users End users refer to the people who exploit the applications to fulfil their tasks. End

users are equal to users.

Frameworks A framework contains a set of components or subsystems and rules to relate

them together in order to provide solutions to a family of applications.

HCI models A HCI model depicts a solution to a usability problem in an interactive system.

HCI patterns A HCI pattern conveys a well-proven HCI model in a pattern form.

Hot-UCDP It is a task-oriented interdisciplinary pattern-based framework which not only

includes a set of interdisciplinary patterns but also defines the context and hierarchy of

them for support of user-centered design development process.

Hot-WIMP+ It is an ACEE-based software framework prototype developed by the thesis

author, which provides white box technique, black box technique, and visual tools for

support of developing WIMP+ user interfaces.

Interaction devices Interaction devices are the peripheral hardware devices of

computer systems used for human and computer interaction.
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Interaction tasks An interaction task is a meaningful step to perform an end users’ task.

Interaction techniques An interaction technique is a way of using an interaction

device to perform an interaction task.

Models A model is a representation of a design or the idea of a design.

Non-WIMP user interface objects Non-WIMP user interface objects refer to those

user interface objects that go beyond the traditional WIMP metaphor.

Non-WIMP user interfaces It is an alias of the future generation user interfaces.

Sensors In this thesis, a sensor refers to either a hardware component or a programming

interface of a software component which can be used to capture data generated by other

objects.

Software architectural patterns A software architectural pattern captures the

system structure of a family of applications. It locates on the highest level of software

patterns. It consists of a set of element patterns (design patterns) and includes rules for

organizing them together.

Software frameworks A software framework is a tool that provides reusable design and

code for development of a family of user interfaces and other parts of applications.

Software patterns A software pattern is a model which uses a pattern form to describe

objects, classes, and their communications that are customized to solve a general design

problem in a particular context.

Toolkits A toolkit is a collection of widgets that are provided in the form of classes or

procedures.

User-centered design methodology The state-of-the-art most attractive high level

model for user interface planning and realization.

User interface builders A user interface builder is a user interface design system

which can at least partially support arranging and editing interface layouts and contents

graphically.
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User interface design phase User interface design phase is a phase of user interface

development process used to design user interface prototypes.

User interface design system A user interface design system is a tool for

developing user interfaces. In addition to widgets, it encompasses other mechanisms for

user interface development, too, e.g., the mechanism for creating and managing an

application window.

User interface design User interface design refers to how user interface designers

create an unexecutable user interface prototype according to an abstract user interface

model.

User interface designers User interface designers refer to the people who design

user interfaces for human and computer interaction.

User interface developers User interfaces developers refer to the people who design

and implement user interfaces. They refer to both user interface designers and

programmers.

User interface development phases User interface development phases include all

the phases involved in a user interface development process, e.g., analysis phase, design

phase, implementation phase, and test phase.

User interface development process User interface development process refers

to the whole process that a user interface is planned, designed, implemented, tested, and

delivered.

User interface development User interface development refers to both user interface

design and implementation.

User interface implementation phase User interface implementation phase refers

to the procedure that an executable user interface is created.

User interface implementation User interface implementation refers to that

programmers create executable user interfaces according to user interface prototypes

delivered by user interface design phase.
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User interface prototypes A user interface prototype refers to a user interface

delivered by the user interface design phase. It encompasses detailed specification of a

user interface but it is still unexecutable.

User interface researchers User interface researchers refer to HCI experts who

investigate techniques and tools for human and computer interaction.

User interfaces User interfaces are that portions of interactive computer systems that

communicate with the users [58].

Users (See end users.)

Users’ tasks Users’ tasks refer to the work that end users have to carry out.

Visual tools A visual tool can help developers create user interface or other part of an

application visually.

White box technique White box technique refers to a software component reuse

technique that requires the developers to know the implementation details of the

components in order to reuse them. For example, to create a subclass to overlap several

methods of a class, the implementation details of the class must be well understood.

Widgets A kind of user interface objects.

WIMP user interface objects WIMP user interface objects refer to windows,

WIMP user interface widgets, and other graphical elements used to create WIMP user

interfaces.

WIMP user interfaces WIMP are the acronym of Windows, Icons, Menus, and

Pointing devices: the mouse. WIMP user interfaces refer to the traditional graphical user

interfaces.

WIMP widgets A WIMP widget is a traditional WIMP user interface object that is used to

represent a data of an application and/or let its users exploit the traditional WIMP

interaction techniques and devices interacting with this data.
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WIMP+ user interface objects WIMP+ user interface objects include traditional

WIMP user interface objects and Non-WIMP user interface objects.

WIMP+ user interfaces WIMP+ user interfaces are a kind of future user interfaces. In

addition to traditional user interface interaction techniques and devices, they can observe

and leverage at least one controlled process under the supervision of their users

and may involve other innovative interaction techniques and devices for HCI.
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Typographic Convention

There are several special fonts used in this thesis, as described in Table 8.

Table 8: Typographic conventions

Example Description

ACEE indicates an important term, a new term where it is
defined, or a tool of this work.

Supervisory Control indicates quotes and emphasized words or sentences.

Acquisition indicates a class or a component name.

*GOTO 30 24 40$ indicates an instance, a message, a method, a command,
a filename, a parameter, a label, a menu, a task, or an
object.

Table indicates the title of a table, a figure, or a UML
diagram.
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The Robot Client and the Robot Server
Communication Languages

The robot client and the robot server communication languages presented below are used for

the robot client and the robot server to exchange information. As described in section 6.3, the

robot client is used to run three WIMP+ user interfaces, LLDemo, Hot-WebRobi, and

Hot-Demo. The robot server is used to mange the low level robot control activity.

1. Message Format and Necessary Abbreviations

The message format and abbreviations below are used in the communication languages.

Message Format

*XXXXXXXXXXX$

• * indicates the beginning of a command or message.

• $ indicates the end of a command or message.

Abbreviations

• MOTOR
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It refers to one of the three motors of the robot, i.e., Turntable, Arm, or Gripper45. In

real communication, instead of using MOTOR, a concrete motor’s name, i.e.,

TURNTABLE, ARM, or GRIPPER, must be given.

• NUMBER

It refers to a decimal number. In real communication, a concrete decimal number, e.g.,

123, 24, etc., must be given.

2. Language for the Robot Client Communicating with its Server

The language for the robot client communicating with its server includes a set of commands

which are used to initialize the motors of the robot, move them, stop their movements, or get

their positions.

Commands for Initializing Motors

Before a motor works, it should be initialized so that its movement can be measured correctly.

• *INIT ALL$

This command is used to drive all motors to their initial positions.

• *INIT MOTOR$

This command is used to initialize a given motor, e.g., *INIT TURNTABLE$ is used to

drive the motor of the turntable, into its initial position.

Commands for Stopping the Movement of Motors

Following commands are used to stop the movement of the motors:

• *STOP ALL$

                                        

45 Turntable, Arm, and Gripper here are used to refer the motors attached to them.
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It is used to stop the movement of all motors.

• *STOP$

The function of this command is identical to that of the above command.

• *STOP MOTOR$

It is used to stop the movement of a given motor, e.g., *STOP TURNTABLE$ is used to

stop the movement of the motor of the turntable.

Commands for Moving Motors

There are three commands to move the motors:

• *MOVE MOTOR NUMBER$

It makes a given motor move to a defined position, e.g., *MOVE TURNTABLE 30$ will

move the motor of the turntable for a while until it arrives 30 radian horizontally.

• *GOTO NUMBER1 NUMBER2 NUMBER3$

It makes all three motors of the robot move to the defined positions. NUMBER1,

NUMBER2, and NUMBER3 are used to specify the target position of Turntable, Arm, and

Gripper, respectively.

Commands for Getting the Positions of Motors

The following two kinds of commands can be used by the client to get the current positions of

the motors:

• *GET POSITION MOTOR$

It informs the server to send the current position of a given motor back to the client.

• *GET POSITIOM ALL$

It informs the server to send the current positions of all three motors back.
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3. Language for the Robot Server Communicating with its Client

The goal of the language for the robot server communicating with its client is to inform the

robot’s status and respond the requests from its client. The language consists of a set of

messages for describing the position of the robot and the status of each motor.

Messages for Describing the Position of the Robot

• *MOTOR POSITION NUMBER$

It is sent every time when a motor has changed its position or when the client calls for its

position.

• *MOTOR POSITION UNKNOWN$

It will be sent to the client if the client calls for a motor’s position and the position is not

known (e.g. if the motor is not yet initialized).

• *MOTOR POSITION OK NUMBER$

It is sent, if a motor has reached its target position (given in NUMBER) and has stopped

there.

• *MOTOR TARGET BEYOND BOUNDARY$

It is sent when the client requests a motor to move out of its moveable boundary (e.g., if

the client requests the motor to drive the turntable move to 290° which is larger than its

limited position, 225°).

• *MOTOR ON BOUNDARY$

It is sent, if the motor is on the maximum (or minimum) position and the client is still

calling for incremental (or descent) movement.

Messages for Describing the Status of Motors

• *MOTOR INIT OK$
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It is sent, if the initialization action of a motor is completed.

• *MOTOR DEFECTIVE$

It is sent when the server detects that a motor is defective or when the client calls for

moving a defective motor.

• *MOTOR NOT INITIALIZED$

It is sent if the client calls for moving a motor which has not been initialized.
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